Janet Onofrey    Urban sketching supplies
You can email me with any questions at onofrey@gmail.com

Sketchbook- at least 6x8"- white paper- could be watercolor paper or smooth paper for ink drawing. Can wait till the first class to discuss it.
(Bring a sketchbook- Pad of Bristol paper- smooth or vellum- at least 11x14"
(Canson is good- for practice and note taking)

Micron pens- black- various nib sizes. Or Prismacolor fine line marker (01,03,05 etc.)
or Faber Castell- PITT black- various sizes (you only need to choose one brand- not all)

Assortment of pencils- and good sharpener and/or Mechanical pencil- .5 or .7 lead-
Hb or B or F lead

White plastic eraser and kneaded eraser.

Only if you want to add color:
Watercolor travel set (VanGogh is great) It sometimes comes with watercolor brush.
Can bring various sizes of brushes.
Water container and water in bottle and paper towels.
(If we go outdoors, bring a folding chair, suntan lotion, wide brimmed hat, and bug spray)

2 Large paper clips
More supplies will be discussed during first class.